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Abstract
In this paper, we propose novel methods that utilize prior mis-
pronunciation knowledge extracted from large L2 speech cor-
pus to improve segmental mispronunciation detection perfor-
mance. Mispronunciation rules are categorized and the occur-
rence frequency of each error type is calculated from phone-
level annotation of the corpora. Based on these rules and s-
tatistics of mispronunciations, we construct extended pronun-
ciation lexicons with prior probabilities that reflect how likely
each type of error might occur as language models for ASR. A
two-pass confusion network based strategy, which uses poste-
rior probability scores with optimal thresholds estimated from
the L2 speech corpus, is introduced to refine phone recognition
results. Experimental results show that the proposed method-
s can improve mispronunciation detection performance rather
significantly.
Index Terms: pronunciation assessment, mispronunciation de-
tection, computer-assisted language learning

1. Introduction
With the recent advance in Automatic Speech Recognition
(ASR), mispronunciation detection techniques based on ASR
have been proposed for computer-assisted learning (CALL) sys-
tems. These systems typically detect segmental mispronuncia-
tions (or phoneme errors) from learners’s recorded read speech
of prompted texts with the help of a ASR decoder, and present
feedbacks to the learners.

Two types of ASR-based mispronunciation detection tech-
niques have been widely adopted for CALL: one uses extended
pronunciation networks that include correct and incorrect pro-
nunciations to capture possible error types [1]; the other uses
confidence scores such as posterior probability to measure the
correctness of pronunciation [2][3]. Both techniques have their
advantages and drawbacks. For the methods with extended pro-
nunciation networks, the performance largely depends on how
the extended networks can capture possible errors made by tar-
get learners. If the coverage of the network is too small, any
error that is not included in the lexicon will never be detected.
Studies show that the detection results by simply comparing the
acoustic likelihoods among pronunciation variants do not have
good consensus with human evaluators[4][5]. Therefore, too
large a network could significantly increases phone recognition
errors and thus causes a lot of false alarms that could confuse
learners. As for posterior probability based methods, because
they simply compute a score for each pronunciation to judge if
it is correct or not, there is no such confusion. However, nei-
ther can these methods provide detailed diagnosis information
on mispronunciations such as insertion, replacement or deletion

Table 1: Distribution of mispronunciations in COLSEC

Errors Occurrences
Substitution 10, 166

Insertion 4, 375
Deletion 2, 195

total 16, 736

of a specific phone.
Some methods have been proposed to improve the perfor-

mance of mispronunciation detection with both lexicon-based
and confidence score based techniques. For example, [6] us-
es context-sensitive phonological rules to generate an extended
lexicon that better characterizes language transfer from L1 to
L2. [7] improves confidence score based misappropriation de-
tection by taking consideration of non-native error patterns.

Our approach uses prior knowledge on mispronunciation
tendency extracted from large corpus of L2 speech in a data-
driven way to improve mispronunciation detection. We first ex-
tract every possible error type and their occurrence frequency to
construct an extended pronunciation network with prior proba-
bility that indicates how likely each error type might occur. We
then estimate an optimal posterior probability threshold of each
phone for pronunciation verification. Finally, a confusion net-
work based two-pass strategy is adopted to combine pronunci-
ation network based and confidence score based methods. Ex-
perimental results validate the effectiveness of our methods.

2. Mispronunciation detection with prior
knowledge on L2 speech

2.1. Corpus preparation

Two spoken English corpora with detailed annotation of seg-
mental errors made by Mandarin-speaking learners of English
are used for this study: College Learners’ Spoken English Cor-
pus (COLSEC)[8] and CHLOE Mandarin corpus. COLSEC
contains transcriptions with segmental (phone-level) error an-
notation from real recordings of CET-SET (College English
Test - Spoken English Test) spoken by 926 speakers, from the
year 2000 to 2004. CET-SET consists of interview, conversation
and group discussion sections. Altogether, the COLSEC corpus
contains 723, 299 tokens (number of all words) and 9, 192 type-
s (unique words). The distribution of errors is shown in Table
1. This corpus is publicly available and has been used for L2
acquisition study [9].

The other corpus, CHLOE Mandarin is read speech of the
text prompts from TIMIT corpus [10] spoken by 100 Mandarin
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Table 2: CHLOE Mandarin corpus

Word Level Sentence Level
Tokens Unique Tokens Unique

Training Set 16734 2546 1900 702
Test Set 17321 2073 1900 525

Total 34055 4619 3800 1227

Table 3: Distribution of errors in CHLOE Madarin

Errors Occurrences
Training Set Test Set

Substitution 1, 155 1, 235
Insertion 202 195
Deletion 409 375

total 1, 766 1, 805

speakers of English, and is specifically designed for CALL sys-
tem development. It is divided into training and test part. The
details of the corpus and error distribution are shown in Table 2
and 3.

We use segmental error annotation of COLSEC and the
training part of CHLOE Madarin corpus as the developmen-
t data set for prior mispronunciation information extraction and
the test part of CHLOE Mandarin as test data set for segmental
mispronunciation detection experiment.

2.2. Construction of extended pronunciation network with
mispronunciation prior probability

As mentioned in previous sections, one of the popular conven-
tional methods to detect mispronunciation is by using extended
pronunciation network that includes canonical pronunciation-
s and any possible mispronunciations. One example of such
network is shown in Figure 1. With the extended network, L2
speech can be phonetically transcribed. By comparing the rec-
ognized transcript with the canonical pronunciations through
dynamic programming (DP) matching algorithm, locations and
types of errors can be identified.

In such framework, prompted text and the canonical pro-
nunciations of each word are known to the system. Therefore,
in order to detect mispronunciations, we need to generate an
extended pronunciation network with rules to predict possible
erroneous variants given prompted text and a canonical pronun-
ciation dictionary of all words. In this study, inspired by [8], we
extract these rules from development data-set by considering
the spelling (or grapheme) pattern and canonical pronunciation
context of each word.

As shown in Table 4, a DP-based alignment of spelling,
canonical pronunciation and phone-level annotation is conduct-
ed for each word. Every phone in canonical or annotated pro-
nunciations is written in triphone style to take into considera-
tion the context of pronunciation. Here, to make the rules more
general, the left or right context of each phone is not marked

Table 4: Example of extended pronunciation rules extraction

Spelling K I N D null
Canonical S-k+V C-ay+C V-n+C C-d+null null+E
Annotation S-k+V C-eh+C V-n+C C-d+V V-er+E

Figure 1: Extended pronunciation network for the word “kind”

Figure 2: Extended pronunciation network with occurrence
likelihoods

specifically. Instead, we use “V” to represent vowel, “C” as
consonant, “S” as the beginning and “E” as the end of the word.
In order to deal with insertion and deletion errors, a skip phone
model named “null” is also introduced. When mispronunciation
in annotation is found by comparing each pair of aligned phone
segments, a rule is defined as “spelling pattern: p c → p a”,
where p c means canonical and p a annotated phone in triphone
form as shown in Table 4. We use the TIMIT pronunciation dic-
tionary [10] as reference of canonical pronunciation. All occur-
rences of segmental mispronunciation types in terms of inser-
tion, replacement and deletion can be captured as rules in this
way. The occurrence likelihood of each rule can be defined as
conditional probability given the spelling pattern and canonical
pronunciation:

P (Ri|spell, p c) =
NRi

Nspell,p c
, (1)

where Ri is one of the extracted rules, NRi is the number of
mispronunciation occurrences by that rule and Nspell,p c means
the number of occurrences of a spell pattern with the corespon-
dent canonical pronunciation.

A typical scenario of CALL application is to detect mispro-
nunciations given prompted text and canonical pronunciation-
s. Therefore, with spelling pattern and canonical pronunciation
known, we apply rules extracted from development data to any
new task to generate extended pronunciation networks. Further-
more, the occurrence likelihood of each rules can be incorporat-
ed into the networks to reflect how likely those pronunciation
variants can occur as shown in Figue 2.

3. Confusion network based two-pass
processing strategy

3.1. Phone-level confusion network

The biggest drawback of extended pronunciation network based
mispronunciation detection is that a large network with many
pronunciation variants often causes a lot of false alarms. We
consider that introducing posteriors probability based confi-
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Figure 3: Phone-level confusion network for the word “others”

dence scores to verify recognition results can increase the re-
liability of mispronunciation detection. Conventionally, such
confidence scores are obtained by HMM forced alignment with
canonical pronunciation lexicon and a unconstrained phone
recognition [10]. However, if there are many errors, especially
insertion or deletion errors, in a learner’s speech, the result of
forced alignment is unreliable. A score might be calculated with
the wrong speech segment. To deal with this problem, we pro-
pose a confusion network based two-pass processing strategy.
First, we use the ASR recognizer with extended pronunciation
networks applying all the mispronunciation rules extracted from
the training data, to phonetically transcribe learners’s speech
with phone-level boundaries. We then use this ASR transcript
and canonical lexicon to form a confusion network (CN). Figure
3 shows an example of a phone-level CN for the word “others”.
The CN consists of every pair of phones (represented as arcs)
from canonical and ASR transcripts with DP time alignment.

Posterior probability of each phone will be calculated as
confidence score for each arc and the arcs with scores lower than
a optimized threshold or lower than their pair will be deleted and
thus yield the final result.

3.2. Optimal posterior probability threshold estimation

Various kind of posterior probability based scores have been
proposed for pronunciation evaluation. The posterior probabil-
ity scores used in this study is defined as below.

P
(
p|O(p)

)
=

P
(
O(p)|p

)
P (p)∑

q∈Q P (O(p)|q)P (q)
(2)

≈

 P
(
O(p)|p

)
∑

q∈Q̂ P (O(p)|q)

 , (3)

where Q is the full set of phonemes, and Q̂ is the set of all possi-
ble mispronunciations generated by the extended pronunciation
network described previously. Now we need to estimate opti-
mal thresholds from the training data set of CHLOE Mandarin
corpus to judge the arcs of the phone-level confusion network.
We first conducted phone-level forced alignment with expert’s
annotation and divide all the phone segments into two classes:
correct or incorrect pronunciations. Let N be the number of
correct and M be the number of incorrect speech realizations
of a phone p, if a threshold θ is set to judge all speech segments
of that phone, 4 outcomes can be resulted:

• CA: Correct Acceptance, correct pronunciation detected
as correct

• CR: Correct Rejection, errors detected as incorrect

• FA: False Acceptance, errors detected as correct

• FR: False Rejection, correct pronunciation detected as
incorrect

and their numbers can be represented as,

NCA(θ) =

N∑
i=1

g(xi − θ) (4)

NCR(θ) = M −
M∑
j=1

g(yj − θ) (5)

NFA(θ) =

M∑
j=1

g(yj − θ) (6)

NFR(θ) = N −
N∑
i=1

g(xi − θ) (7)

where xi and yj are posterior probability scores of the correct
or incorrect realizations of the target phone and g(z) is step
function defined as

g(z) =

{
1 if z > 0
0 if z ≤ 0

. (8)

We can optimize θ by maximizing the Scoring Accuracy
(SA) defined as SA = (CA+CR)/(CA+CR+FA+FR)

[11]. Therefore, the optimal threshold θ̂ is given by

θ̂ = arg max
θ

∑N
i=1 g(xi − θ)−

∑M
j=1 g(yj − θ) +M

N +M
(9)

= arg max
θ

(
N∑
i=1

g(xi − θ)−
M∑
j=1

g(yj − θ)

)
(10)

This can be solved by estimating distribution densities of N(x)
and M(y) (correct and incorrect phone realizations).

4. Experiment
4.1. Experimental setup

We use the test set of CHLOE-Mandarin corpus to investi-
gate the performance of our proposed methods. The acous-
tic models are HMM triphone models trained on TIMIT and
WSJ corpus [12]. 39-dimensional feature vectors, consisting of
12-dimensional MFCC, log-energy, and their first and second
derivatives, are extracted from utterances using a 25 ms-length
window shifted every 10 ms. The CMS (Cepstral Mean Sub-
traction) was applied to each utterance unit. Global MLLR s-
peaker adaptation is conducted for each learner.

We first use the extended pronunciation networks depicted
in Figure 1 with the acoustic models and a decoder to obtain
phone-level recognition results of learners’ speech for mispro-
nunciation detection. These networks are generated with rules
extracted from development data as described in Section 3.1.
Table 5 shows the statistics of the extracted rules. With these
rules, an average of 11 pronunciation variants per word are

Table 5: Pronunciation extension rules

Error type Number of rules
Substitution 270

Insertion 75
Deletion 90

total 435
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Figure 4: Flow chart of experimental procedures

Table 6: Mispronunciation detection performances

Methods FA FR CA CR SA
EPN 9.1% 23.6% 62.4% 4.9% 67.3%
PPL 8.6% 21.4% 64.6% 5.4% 70.0%

EPN & CN 8.1% 12.6% 73.4% 5.9% 79.3%
PPL & CN 7.8% 8.1% 77.9% 6.2% 84.1%

added to canonical pronunciation among test data. Mispronun-
ciation detection with the extended networks will be referred to
as EPN (Extended Pronunciation Networks) hereafter.

We then apply prior pronunciation likelihood (PPL) to the
extended networks as described in Figure 2, and conduct the ex-
periment the same way as previous experiment with EPN. This
will be referred to as PPL.

Using the ASR results of “EPN” or “PPL”, we construc-
t phone-level confusion networks as described in Section 4 for
each utterance. The ASR results with time-aligned canonical
phone segments are reexamined by confusion networks using
confidence scores with optimized thresholds to increase the re-
liability. These procedures will be refered to “EPN & CN” and
“PPL & CN”. The flow chart of the procedures is shown in
Figure 4.

4.2. Experimental results

The number of 4 mispronunciation detection outcomes (FA, FR,
CA, CR) is calculated and SA (Scoring Accuracy) is used to
measure the effectiveness of each method. Mispronunciation
detection performances of these methods are summarized in Ta-
ble 6. Table 7 shows the scoring accuracy on each pronunciation
error type.

The experimental results show that by adding prior pronun-
ciation likelihood to the basic pronunciation networks, scoring
accuracy increases by 2.7%. By introducing confusion net-
works, 12% (with EPN) and 14% improvement of scoring ac-
curacy have been achieved. Confusion network based two-pass
processing reduce the amount of false rejections significantly.
On each error type, PPL can improve all 3 types of error de-
tection accuracy, and with confusion network, the performance
can be further improved, especially on substitution errors.

Table 7: Scoring accuracy (SA) on each error type

EPN PPL EPN&CN PPL&CN
Substitution 68.4% 72.6% 80.1% 85.4%

Insertion 62.1% 65.0% 62.5% 66.3%
Deletion 58.1% 61.2% 61.9% 63.0%

5. Conclusions
In this paper, we utilize prior mispronunciation knowledge ex-
tracted from large L2 speech corpus to improve segmental mis-
pronunciation detection. Mispronunciation rules are extracted
and the occurrence frequency of each error type is calculated
from the development data. Extended pronunciation network-
s with prior probabilities are proposed for error detection. A
two-pass confusion network based strategy, which uses posteri-
or probability scores with optimal thresholds estimated from the
development data to refine phone recognition results, is intro-
duced to further increase the detection reliability. Experimental
results show that the proposed methods can improve mispro-
nunciation detection performance rather significantly.

Future work includes improving pronunciation modeling
with L2 speech corpus and developing a system with more reli-
able performance on mispronunciation detection.
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